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1/5 I. Vocabulary
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
1

1

A. Fill in the blanks with the given words (1.5)
visitors / near / planet / wild life / human / schedule / donat
They are going to ............. their useless clothes.
Which ............. is the largest of all?
Let me look at my.........
I will stay in a hotel........ a lake
If you are a ........., you should be kind to people.
What did you advice to the ------------------?

II. Writing
1- Unscramble the letters and make meaning words. (1)
optecrt:
recla:

2
dolbo :

yorck:
3

2- Put the words in appropriate group. (1)
Children /bus/leaves /bacteria
plural
Single

I II.GRAMMER
1 A) Choose the correct answer. (1)
-Tom has two cars, the (oldest /older/elder /eldest) one is now in the garage.
-Weather reports show that today the sky (is going to /will) rain heavily.

4

1 B) Unscramble the sentence. (1)
Sleeps / that /it /wonderful / he / only / is / 5 hours
.............................................................
His / guitar / playing / happy / brother / makes
............................................................
IV ) pronunciation )
Choose
(r) if the intonation is rising and choose (f) if it falling (1)
1
Is it true that your brother is 55 kilos?
F
R
What a big bus!
F
R
Match
the
given
words
to
their
synonyms(1)
1
1-defend.
A. person
2-not near.
B. in place of
3-human.
C .protect
4-instead.
D. far

5

0/5

6

7

Write a correct comparative sentence using the word” Big” according to the picture. (0.5)
Circle A
Circle B

(Big)
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8

9

........................................................................ .
4
V. Comprehension(4)

How did all the planets get there? How is it only our planet has life? Will we ever travel
to other planets? These are questions I often think about. I think our planet is the best.
It looks so beautiful from space with its mixture of blue and green. The other planets
look too strange to me. Mercury is just a red, hot ball, pretty much the same as Mars.
Saturn looks like a real planet. Its rings give it an extra-special look. The other planets
don’t look that interesting. I don’t really know much about Venus, Neptune, Uranus and
Jupiter. When I was at school, we learnt that Pluto was a planet. But now it isn’t.
Scientists have decided there are now only eight planets in our solar system and not
nine. I wonder why they dropped Pluto.
1) What’s the difference between past and nowadays knowledge of writer?
2) How many planets were in solar system?
3) Our planet is strange too.

True

False

4) The earth is not interesting.

True

False

5) Mars is different from Mercury. True
6) The writer __________________

False

A)
B)
C)
D)

Is unaware about five other planets.
Thinks Pluto is still a planet.
Is interested in knowing or learning about space and solar system.
Finally will travel to other planet.
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